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Abstract—The use of video-based applications has revealed the need for extracting the content in videos. Raw data and low-level 
features alone are not sufficient to fulfill the user ’s needs; that is, a deeper understanding of the content at the semantic level is 
required.Here, propose a semantic content extraction system that allows the user to query and retrieve objects, events, and concepts that 
are extracted automatically. an ontology-based fuzzy video semantic content model that uses spatial/temporal relations in event and 
concept definitions. 

          Index Terms— Semantic content extraction, video content modeling, fuzziness, ontology,spatial extraction,Temporal Extraction 

          Event Extraction. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

HE rapid increase in the available amount of video data 
has caused an urgent need to develop intelligentmethods 

to model and extract the video content. Typical applications in 
which modeling and extracting videocontent are crucial in-
clude surveillance, video-on-demand systems, intrusion detec-
tion, border monitoring, sportevents, criminal investigation 
systems, and many others.  
 The ultimate goal is to enable users to retrieve some 
desired content from massive amounts of video data in an 
efficient and semantically meaningful manner. There are basi-
cally three levels of video content which are raw video data, 
low-level features and semantic content.First, raw video data 
consist of elementary physical video units together with some 
general video attributes such as format, length, and frame rate. 
Second, low-level features are characterized by audio, text, 
and visual features such as texture, color distribution, shape, 
motion, etc. Third, semantic content contains high-level con-
cepts such as objects and events.  
 The first two levels on which content modeling and 
extraction approaches are based use automatically extracted 
data, which represent the low-level content of a video, but 
they hardly provide semantics which is much more appropri-
ate for users. Users are mostly interested in querying and re-
trieving the video in terms of what the video contains. There-
fore, raw video data and low-level features[1] alone are not 
sufficient to fulfill the user’s need; that is, a deeper under-
standing of the information at the semantic   level is re-
quired in many video-based applications.However, it is 
very difficult to extract semantic content directly from raw 
video data. This is because video is a temporal sequence of 
frames without a direct relation to its semantic content. 
 Therefore, many different representations using dif-
ferent sets of data such as audio, visual  features, objects, 
events, time, motion, and spatial relations are partially or fully 
used to model and extract the semantic content. No matter 
which type of data set is used, the process of extracting seman-

tic content is complex and requires domain knowledge or user 
interaction.There are many research works in this area. Most 
of them use manual semantic content extraction methods 

2 VIDEO SEMANTIC CONTENT MODEL 
Ontology-based fuzzy VIdeo Semantic COntent Model (VIS-
COM) that uses objects and spatial/temporal relations[2] in 
event and concept definitions.VISCOM is a metaontology for 
domain ontologies provides a domain-independent rule con-
struction standard. VISCOM has a number of classes repre-
senting semantically meaningful components of vide-
oVCxname ={Component; Object;Event;Concept; Similari-
ty;.}.Domain-independent V ISCOM class individuals are 
grouped under movement, temporal, structural, and spatial 
relation types. DII = MRI U TRI U OCTI U SRI, MRI = fdown; 
up; right; leftg is the set of movement relation types, TRI = 
{before; meets; starts; finish; overlaps; equal; during} is the set 
of temporal relation types, OCTI = {composedOf; isA; partOf; 
substanceOf} is the set of relation types used to define concept 
inclusion, membership andstructural object relations, and SRI 
= DSRI UPSRI UTSRI is the set of spatial relation types, TSRI = 
{finside; partiallyInside; disjoint; touch}is the set of topologi-
cal, PSRI = {right; left; above; below}is the set of positional, and 
DSRI = {far; near}is the set of distance spatial relation types. 
 
2.1 Ontology Based Modelling 
The linguistic part of VISCOM contains classes and relations 
between these classes. Some of the classes[14] represent se-
mantic 
content types such as Object and Event while others are used 
in the automatic semantic content extraction process. 

2.2 Rule Based Modelling 
Additional rules are utilized to extend the modeling 
capabilities. Each rule has two parts as body and head where 
body part contains any number of domain class or property 
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individuals and head part contains only one individual with a 
value, _, representing the certainty of the definition given in 
the body part to represent the definition in the head part 
where0 _ _ _ 1. The basic syntax of rules has parentheses and 
logical connectives (^; _; .; 8; 9) in both body and head parts. 

2.3 Domain ontology Construction with VISCOM 
VISCOM is utilized as a metamodel to construct domain 
ontologies. Basically, domain specific semantic contents are 
defined as individuals of VISCOM classes and properties 
 
      Algorithm 1 presents the steps followed to construct a 
domain ontology by using VISCOM. For the evaluation 
purposes, we have constructed an Office Surveillance Ontolo-
gy,a Basketball Ontology[16] and a Football Ontology by us-
ingVISCOM. A small portion of the basketball ontology is 
illustrated in Fig. 2 for Rebound event, as an example 
 
 

 
 
 
Algorithm 1. Ontology Construction with VISCOM 
Require. VISCOM 
Ensure. Domain Ontology 
1. define O, E and C individuals. 
2. define all possible SR’s occuring within an E. 
3. define all possible OM’s occuring within an E. 
4. use SR’s and M’s to define SC’s. 
5. describe temporal relations between SC’s as TSCC’s. 
6. make EDs with SC’s, SR’s and TSCC’s. 
7. for all E’s do 
8. if an event can be defined with an event def then 
9. define E in terms of ED’s. 
10. end if 
11. if an event can be defined with temporal relations 
between other events then 
12. define E’s in terms of ETR’s. 
13. end if 
14. end for 
15. for all C’s do 
16. construct a relation with the C that can be placed in 
its meaning. 
17. end for 
18. define S’s. 

 
Fig 1.VISCOM classes and Reations 

3 AUTOMATIC SEMANTIC CONTENT EXTRACTION 
FRAMEWORK 

The ultimate goal of ASCEF is to extract all of the semantic 
content existing in video instances. Inorder to achieve this 
goal, the automatic semantic content extraction [17]framework 
takes Vi, ONTi, and Ri, where Vi is a video instance, ONTi is 
the domain ontology for domain Diwhich Vi belongs to, and 
Ri is the set of rules for domain Di.The output of the extraction 
process is a set of semantic contents, named VSCi, and repre-
sented as VSC ,Vi=OIi; EIi;KIii. OIi = OIi0 ; . . .;OIi is thset of 
object instances occurring in Vi, where an object instance is 
represented as OI.. MBR is the minimum bounding rectangle 
surrounding the object instance._ represents the certainty of 
the extraction, where 0 _ _ _ 1. type is an individual of a class 
CI in ontology ONT. EI isEI0 ; . . . ; EIing is the set of event 
instances 
3.1 Object Extraction 
Object extraction [18]is one of most crucial components in the 
framework, since the objects are used as the input for the 
extraction process. 
3.2 Spatial Extraction 
Every spatial relation extraction is stored as a SpatialRelation 
Component [8] instance which contains the framenumber, 
object instances, type of the spatial relation, and a fuzzy mem-
bership value of the relation.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Graph for distance relation membership function 
 
3.3 Temporal Extraction 
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In the framework, temporal relations are utilized in order 
toadd temporality to sequence Spatial Change or Events indi-
viduals in the definition of Event individuals 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. ontology facts 
 
 
 
3.4 Event Extraction 
Event instances are extracted after a sequence of automatic 
extraction processes. Each extraction process[6] output in-
stances of a semantic content type defined as an individual in 
the domain ontology. 
Algorithm 2. Event Extraction Algorithm 
Require. Domain Ontology, Object Instances 
Ensure. Event Instances 
1. for all SRC individuals in the ontology do 
2. extract SRC instances that satisfy the individual def. 
3. execute SR rule def 
4. end for 
5. for all SMC individuals in the ontology do 
6. extract SMC instances that satisfy the individual def. 
7. end for 
8. for all SC individuals in the ontology do 
9. check if there are SRC or SMC instances that satisfy 
the individual def. 
10. end for 
11. for all TSC individuals in the ontology do 
12. extract SC instances that satisfy the individual def. 
13. end for 
14. for all ED individuals in the ontology do 
15. check if there are SC, SR or TSC instances that satisfy 
the individual def. 
16. end for 
17. for all E individuals in the ontology do 
18. check if there are ED instances that satisfy the 

individual def. 
19. end for 
20. for all Event individuals which have Temporal Event 
Component individuals do 
21. extract Event instances that satisfy the individual def. 
22. end for 
23. for all S individuals in the ontology do 
24. extract E instances that satisfy the individual def. 
25. end for 
26. execute all rules defined for E individuals to extract 
additional events. 

 
 
 
Fig. 4. Automatic semantic content extraction framework 
 
3.5 Concept Extraction 
In the concept extraction process, Concept Component indi-
vidualsand extracted object, event, and concept instances are 
used. Concept Component individuals[5]  relate objects, 
events,and concepts with concepts. When an object or event 
that isused in the definition of a concept is extracted, the relat-
edconcept instance is automatically extracted with the rele-
vancedegree given in its definition. In addition, Similarity in-
dividualsare utilized in order to extract more concepts from 
the extracted components. The last step in the concept extrac-
tion process is executing concept rule definitions. 
Algorithm 3. Concept Extraction Algorithm 
Require. Domain Ontology, Object Instances, Event Instances 
Ensure. Event Instances, Concept Instances 
1. for all CC individuals in the ontology do 
2. check is there are O or E instances that satisfy the 
individual def. 
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3. end for 
4. for all S individuals in the ontology do 
5. extract C instances that satisfy the individual def. 
6. end for 
7. execute all rules defined for C individuals. 
 
The framework is tested with three basketball videos, each 
being 2 minutes in length. Totally, 207 keyframes are extracted 
and utilized in the extraction process. The videos contain eight 
semantic entities, where the extraction resulted with seven 
correct, one wrong, and one missed entities.For this test, 
manually annotated object instances are utilized and member-
ship value for object instances is defined as 90 percent. Wrong 
extractions in this test are the result of the unsuitable similari-
ty class definition for the rebound event. 
 The framework is also tested with five football videos, 
each being 2 minutes in length. Totally, 312 keyframes are 
extracted and utilized in the extraction process. Manually 
annotated object instances are utilized and membership 
values for object instances are defined as 0.90 for football 
domain tests. Three event types are defined in the domain.. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5.Basketball Videos 
 
 

 4 .  CONCLUSION 
 
 The semantic content extraction process is done automatically. 
In addition, a generic ontology-based semantic metaontology 
model for videos (VISCOM) is proposed. Moreover, the se-
mantic content representation capability and extraction suc-
cess are improved by adding fuzziness in class, relation, and 
rule definitions.  
 An automatic Genetic Algorithm-based object extrac-
tion method is integrated to the proposed system to capture 
semantic content. In every component of the framework, on-
tology-based modeling and extraction capabilities are used. 

Object or event that is used in the definition of a concept is 
extracted, the related concept instance is automatically ex-
tracted with the relevance degree given in its definition. 
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